
Next Best Voice Over Artist 
Competition Scripts 

You have 4 scripts to pick from. 


You only need to do one of them per entry but you’re welcome to enter as 
many times as you like with different scripts. (Max 4 entries) 


In your video first introduce yourself and then go straight into the read. 
The more seamless you make this transition the better. Be creative, if you 
want to add emotion, movement , music or anything you want to add to 
this to make it sound better, you may do so. 


 Once you have recorded your clip post it on any social media platform 
( Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, TikTok) using the 
#NextBestVoiceOverArtist and tag @WezaThatGuy and @Hisensesa


 



Tips  : This is a soft sell read. The aim is to make this sound luxurious.  

Script1 :  

I am XXXXX and this is my next best voice over artist competition entry ! So 
WezaThatGuy  here is why you should pick me!  

Indulge in a luxury viewing experience with the Hisense Laser TV.  
Imagine a 100inch screen with enhanced detail,  
100 inches of pure colours , 
100 inches out of this world 4K picture quality, 
Imagine that cinematic experience we all dream off... right in your home.  
Live Big Live Bold  With the Hisense Laser TV. 

Hisense Life reimagined  



Tips : In this next read you should be conversational. Say it with a big smile.  

Script 2: 

I am XXXXX and this is my next best voice over artist competition entry ! So 
WezaThatGuy  here is why you should pick me! 

In such a hot summer you need a cool fridge ! And it doesn’t get cooler than the  
Hisense H670  SIA-WD  
It’s a Side By Side Refrigerator with an A+ energy class rating which means it’s 
kinder to the environment and saves you money. 
With Multi air flow, Led lighting and frost free technology. You’ve got a water 
dispensing money saving cooling machine! 

Hisense -Life Reimagined  



Tips : In this next read you should be conversational. Say it with a big smile.  

Script 3:  

I am XXXXX and this is my next best voice over artist competition entry ! So 
WezaThatGuy  here is why you should pick me! 

My friends always ask me why my images look so much better than theirs.. and my 
answer is pretty simple! It’s the Hisense Infinity H40! 
With a quad 48 Mega Pixel camera, I basically have a professional camera in my 
pocket.  
So I’m not a photo taker .. i’m a photographer ! and this isn’t just any phone, it’s the 
phone that makes every moment worth capturing.  

Hisense Life Reimagined  



Tips: This is a Hard Sell script, be super excited and speak with a lot of energy!  

Script 4:  

I am XXXXX and this is my next best voice over artist competition entry ! So 
WezaThatGuy  here is why you should pick me! 

The Wait Is Finally Over! The Hisense U8QF 4K ULED TV is here. 
With 8 Million Pixels of Crisp Detail, 4K Resolution Display And a Powerful Built-In 
JBL Sound System that delivers hearth thumping bass! You can now immerses 
yourself in a world class viewing experience 
The Hisense 4K ULED is a TV Like No Other. 
The premium TV without a premium price tag  

Hisense Life Reimagined  


